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Abstrat

In this work, we present a novel topology related to direted graphs

whih is alled the non-adjaeny ompatible verties topology (NCV-

topology) of a direted graph Gθ. A sub-basis family of this topology

is generated on the set of verties and formed by taking the non-

adjaeny verties whih arise (path of length two) in the same di-

retion to eah vertex. We investigate some properties on important

and ertain types of direted graphs. Our goal is to provide foun-

dational methods for examining ertain aspets of direted graphs

through the topology of their orresponding non-adjaeny-ompatible

verties. The presene of the isolated vertex is not neessary in our

de�nition. We obtain some results on this new topology with er-

tain types of di-graphs (whih types of di-graphs ahieve the disrete

non-adjaeny ompatible verties topology and whih do not and on-

sequently ahieve T1 and T2-spaes).
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1 Introdution

Numerous appliations have utilized the relationship between topology and

graphs to generate many new types of topology generated by graphs. This

shows the importane of topologial graph theory whih is part of graph

theory whih has a great role and illustrious history in mathematis [1℄.

On the basis of verties or edges, some topologial models are developed or

based. In the direted and undireted graphs, Amiri et al. [2℄ began utilizing

a graphi topology for eah loally �nite graph without an isolated vertex. In

2018, Abdu and Kiliman [3℄ de�ned the ompatible edges topology indued

by a sub-basis family on the edge set of direted graphs as a olletion of

sets of adjaent edges with eah edge and onstrut a path of length two. In

2020, Hassan and Abed [4℄ introdued a new de�nition of the phrase "Family

of Sub-basis" formed Independent Topology of any un-digraph (whih ould

omprise one or more isolated verties) via verties that are not adjaent

to the vertex .ג In 2022, Hassan and Zainy [5℄ presented the independent

ompatible edges topology and outlined it as the topology linked to the set

R of edges via a non-adjaent edges whih leads to a path of length three.

In the same year, Ali and Hassan [6℄ de�ned an Independent Inompatible

Edges topology based on di-graphs with some appliations. In 2023, Hassan

and Jaafar [7℄ introdued the non-inidene topology.

In Setion 2, we give the main de�nitions of topologies and graphs. In

Setion 3, we de�ne the non-adjaeny ompatible verties topology (NCV-

topology) assoiated with a digraph and give some examples. In Setion 4,

we onlude our paper.

2 Preliminaries

In this setion, we over some basi de�nitions and provide a brief introdu-

tion to graph theory and topologyu. These ideas are all ommonly used and

an be found in books like [1℄. Usually the di-graph is a pair Gθ = (ϑ,R),
where ϑ is the set of verties and R is the set of direted edges. An edge of

the form � = (u, u) is a loop. Parallel edges are those with the idential end

verties. If a graph ontains no parallel edges or loop, then it is onsidered

simple. If the verties ג and U are onneted by an edge, then they are

adjaent. We use the symbols Kn for the omplete graph with n verties,

the symbol Cn for the yle graph on n verties, the symbol Pn for the path

on n verties, and the symbol Kn1,n2 for the whole bipartite graph of size

partite n1 and n2. A topology T is a family of subsets that are open to the
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non-empty set F if the following onditions hold:

i) Fφ ∈ T ,

ii)for every H,M ∈ T , H ∩M ∈ T,

iii) ∪i∈∆ Hi ∈ T for every sub-ombination Hi of T.

In this ase, (F, T ) is alled a topologial spae. An indisrete topology is

de�ned as T = {θ,F} on F while a disrete topology is de�ned as T = P (F)
on F.

3 The Non-Adjaeny Compatible Verties Topo-

logial Spae

In this setion, we give the de�nition of a non-adjaeny ompatible verties

topologial spae (NCV-topologial spae) assoiated with a di-graph and

provide some examples on a basi di-graph.

De�nition 3.1. Let Gθ = (ϑ,R) be any direted graph. The non-adjaeny

ompatible verties topology (NCV-topology) is a topology that relates to the

set ϑ of verties for Gθ, and brought on by sub-basis �SNCV whose omponents

are the sets W ⊆ ϑ, |W | ≤ 2. If ג ∈ W and the vertex w is non-adjaent

with vertex ג suh that ג and w onneted by path of length two in the same

diretion, then w ∈ W.

The set of verties with TNCV initiate the topologial spae (ϑ, TNCV )
whih alled non-adjaeny ompatible verties topologial spae (NCV- topo-

logial spae).

Example 3.2. Consider the di-graph Gθ = (ϑ,R) in Figure 1 below, suh

that ϑ(Gθ) = ,1ג} ,2ג ,3ג ,4ג ,{5ג R (Gθ) = {�1, �2, �3, �4, �5}.
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Figure 1: Simple direted graph

From the graph above, TNCV has a sub-basis �SNCV = ,5ג} ,3ג ,3ג ,1ג ,2ג .{4ג
Then by using �nite intersetion, the following base βNCV is produed ,5ג}} ,{3ג
,3ג} {1ג , ,2ג} {4ג , ,3ג φ}. Then, utilizing unions, we generate a topology TNCV

as follows:

TNCV =
{

φ, ϑ, ,5ג} {3ג , ,3ג} {1ג , ,2ג} {4ג , {3ג} , ,2ג} ,4ג 3ג } , ,1ג} ,3ג {5ג ,

,2ג} ,4ג ,3ג {1ג , ,2ג} ,4ג ,3ג {5ג
}

The items in the next remark follow diretly from De�nition 3.1.

Remark 3.3.

1. The topology TNCV on a di-graph Cn suh that n = 4 is not a disrete

topology, but when n > 4 is a disrete topology.

2. For every direted path Pn, it is oneived that TNCV is not a disrete

topology.

3. For Every direted tree, TNCV is not a disrete topology beause the tree

has pendant verties whih do not represent singleton sets.

4. The topology TNCV of a omplete bipartite di-graph Kn1,n2 is a disrete

topology if n1 ≥ 3 and n2 ≥ 3.
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5. The topology TNCV on omplete di-graphKn is a disrete topology (when

all edges are in the same diretion)

Proof:

To larify (3) in Remark 3.3 above, we onsider an example of a direted

tree beause the tree has pendant verties whih do not represent singleton

sets, as in the example below:

Example 3.4. Consider the di-graph Gθ = (ϑ,R) whih a direted tree, in

Fig. 2 shown suh that:

ϑ(Gθ) = ,1ג} ,2ג ,3ג ,4ג ,5ג ,6ג ,{7ג R (Gθ) = {�1, �2, �3, �4, �5, �6}.

Figure 2: Direted tree
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From the graph above, TNCV has a sub-basis �SNCV = ,1ג}} {3ג , ,1ג} {6ג ,
,2ג} {7ג , ,2ג} {4ג , ,2ג} .{{5ג Then, via �nite intersetion, the following base

βNCV is produed {φ, {1ג} , {2ג} , ,1ג} {3ג , ,1ג} {6ג , ,2ג} {7ג , ,2ג} {4ג , ,2ג} .{{5ג
Then, utilizing unions, we generate a topology TNCV as follows:

TNCV =
{

φ, ϑ, {1ג} , {2ג} , ,1ג} {3ג , ,1ג} {6ג , ,2ג} {7ג , ,2ג} {4ג , ,2ג} {5ג , ,1ג} {2ג ,

,1ג} ,2ג ,{7ג ,1ג} ,2ג ,{4ג ,1ג} ,2ג ,{5ג ,1ג} ,2ג ,{6ג ,1ג} ,3ג ,{6ג ,2ג} ,5ג ,{7ג

,1ג} ,2ג ,{3ג ,4ג} ,2ג {7ג , ,4ג} ,2ג {5ג , ,1ג} ,2ג ,3ג {7ג , ,1ג} ,3ג ,2ג {4ג ,

,1ג} ,2ג ,3ג {5ג , ,1ג} ,2ג ,6ג {7ג , ,1ג} ,2ג ,4ג {6ג , ,1ג} ,2ג ,5ג {6ג ,

,1ג} ,2ג ,4ג {5ג , ,1ג} ,2ג ,4ג {7ג , ,2ג} ,4ג ,5ג {7ג , ,1ג} ,2ג ,3ג ,6ג {7ג ,

,1ג} ,2ג ,3ג ,4ג {6ג , ,1ג} ,2ג ,3ג ,5ג {6ג , ,1ג} ,2ג ,3ג ,4ג {7ג , ,1ג} ,2ג ,3ג ,4ג {5ג ,

,1ג} ,2ג ,4ג ,6ג {7ג , ,1ג} ,2ג ,4ג ,5ג {6ג , ,1ג} ,2ג ,5ג ,6ג {7ג , ,1ג} ,2ג ,4ג ,5ג {7ג ,

,2ג} ,3ג ,4ג ,5ג {7ג , ,1ג} ,2ג ,3ג ,4ג ,5ג {7ג , ,1ג} ,2ג ,3ג ,4ג ,6ג {7ג ,

,1ג} ,2ג ,3ג ,5ג ,6ג ,{7ג ,1ג} ,2ג ,3ג ,4ג ,6ג ,{7ג ,1ג} ,2ג ,3ג ,4ג ,5ג ,{6ג

,1ג} ,2ג ,4ג ,5ג ,6ג {7ג
}

Clearly, TNCV is not a disrete topology beause it does not have all the sin-

gletons.

Proposition 3.5. The topologial spae (ϑ, TNCV ) is a T1-spae If and only

if TNCV is a disrete topology.

Proof:

This follows diretly from the fat that any topologial spae (F, T ) is a

T1-spae if and only if T = P (F)).

Proposition 3.6. Let Gθ = (ϑ,R) be any direted graph and let TNCV be a

disrete on Gθ. Then (ϑ, TNCV ) is a T2-spae ⇔ (ϑ, TNCV ) is a T1-spae.

Proof:

=⇒ ) Obvious.

⇐=) Assume (ϑ, TNCV ) is a T1-spae. Then (ϑ, TNCV ) is disrete by Propo-

sition 3.5. This implies that ∀ ג ∈ ϑ, {v} ∈ TNCV . So ∀ ,ג w ∈ ϑ suh

that ג 6= w, ∃ {v} , {w} ∈ TNCV suh that w ∈ {w} and ג ∈ {ג} and

{w} ∩ {v} = ∅. Consequently, (ϑ, TNCV ) is a T2-spae
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4 Conlusion

We presented a de�nition of a novel topology on direted graphs whih

we alled the non-adjaeny ompatible verties topologial spae (NCV-

topologial spae) on the set of verties. Moreover, we showed a few of the

properties of this topology in some remarks and examples of basi di-graph

types. Furthermore, we obtained some results dealing with an isolated ver-

tex, the disrete non-adjaeny ompatible verties topology, and T1 and

T2-spae).
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